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Abstract
Proper splicing is often crucial for gene functioning and its disruption may be strongly deleterious.
Nevertheless, even the essential for splicing canonical dinucleotides of the splice sites are often
polymorphic. Here, we use data from The 1000 Genomes Project to study SNPs in the canonical
dinucleotides. Splice sites carrying SNPs are enriched in weakly expressed genes and in rarely-used
alternative splice sites. Genes with disrupted splice sites tend to have low selective constraint, and the
splice sites disrupted by SNPs are less likely to be conserved in mouse. Furthermore, SNPs are enriched
in splice sites whose effects on gene function are minor: splice sites located outside of protein-coding
regions, in shorter exons, closer to the 3’-ends of proteins, and outside of functional protein domains.

polymorphic sites may still substantially affect the function of the corresponding genes. A number of the
observed splice site-disrupting SNPs, including several high-frequency ones, were found among
mutations described in OMIM.
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Most of these effects are more pronounced for high-frequency SNPs. Despite these trends, many of the
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Introduction
Alternative splicing is a major mechanism for expanding transcript diversity in higher eukaryotes [1]. It
is a complex process which is regulated by the interaction of spliceosomal components with multiple
trans-acting factors, and involves a variety of cis-regulatory splice sites. The latter include the main
splicing signals (donor and acceptor sites, polypyrimidine tract, branch point) and auxiliary elements
(enhancers and silencers of splicing) [2]. Mutations at these cis-regulatory elements could lead to serious
alterations in splicing patterns. According to published estimates, up to 50% of human disease-causing
mutations may affect the splicing of genes [3].
However, not all mutations that affect splicing patterns will necessarily be deleterious. Several studies

population [4-7]. They identified many single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) that are correlated with
changes in splicing patterns (both qualitatively and quantitatively). Such polymorphisms are usually
located in close proximity to the affected exon-intron boundaries [5, 8, 9]. Most likely, these mutations
either affect the existing splice sites or other cis-regulatory elements of splicing, or create novel ones [8,
9, 10, 11].
Usually, however, it is difficult to find a causative relationship between a particular mutation and
splicing alterations. Existing methods for the prediction of splice sites and the analysis of effects of
mutations are not sufficiently precise [11, 12], and many of the mutations computationally predicted to
disrupt splicing turn out to be harmless. For instance, the analysis of SNPs overlapping donor splice sites
demonstrated that only a small fraction of mutations occurring outside of the canonical dinucleotide GT
affected the pattern of splicing [11]. Moreover, the observed correlations between SNPs and splicing
patterns could be caused by linkage disequilibrium with causative alleles.
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have revealed the existence of widespread natural variation in splicing patterns within the human
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On the other hand, almost all splice sites in eukaryotes (>99%) contain the canonical conserved
dinucleotides (GT and AG in the donor and acceptor sites, respectively). Mutations at these positions
almost certainly abolish splicing at these sites [11]. The majority of disease-causing mutations of splice
sites occur at these dinucleotides [13-15]. Traditionally, splice site disruptions are treated as loss-offunction variants, along with premature stops and frameshifts [16], although accurate analysis has shown
that not all of them lead to a complete loss of function [17]. Previously, Shimada et al. conducted an
analysis of SNPs from the dbSNP database that overlapped the canonical dinucleotides in human splice
sites [18], and found 212 SNPs disrupting the latter. The only observed difference between the
polymorphic and invariant splice sites was that SNPs usually disrupt splice sites of young exons not

Recently, large amounts of new data on human genetic variation became available. The 1000 Genomes
Project Consortium identified the genotypes of more than 1000 individuals from a number of ethnic
groups [19], and uncovered more than 30 million SNPs, most of them previously unknown. Here, we
use these data to evaluate the functional impact of splice site-disrupting SNPs on gene function. We
show that the splice sites carrying SNPs differ from the invariant splice sites in many parameters, and
that these differences are more pronounced for variants with a high frequency of the noncanonical
nucleotide.

Results
Sets of splice sites with SNPs at conserved dinucleotides
We compiled a set of polymorphisms disrupting the canonical dinucleotides at splice sites by mapping
SNPs from the 1000 Genomes Project onto the Gencode annotation of human transcripts. We considered
only cases where one of the alleles carried a proper canonical dinucleotide (GT and AG in donor and
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acceptor splice sites, respectively). In total, 2259 SNPs overlapping the canonical dinucleotides of 2249
splice sites were identified (in 10 splice sites, both positions were polymorphic).
Not all of these SNPs are necessarily mutations in pre-existing splice sites, as some of them could be
mutations that create novel splice sites. To distinguish between the two possibilities, we checked for the
existence of orthologous splice sites in genomes of phylogenetically close primates. 2090 of the 2249
(92.9%) polymorphic splice sites carried the canonical dinucleotide in at least one of the four primate
genomes considered (Pan troglodytes, Gorilla gorilla, Pongo abelii, Macaca mulatta), and we assumed
that these SNPs disrupted ancestral splice sites (Figure 1). The remaining 159 splice sites were probably
newly acquired in the human lineage, and SNPs observed in them could represent mutations creating de

of newly generated splice sites (low values of NAF, Figure 1). Since the number of such cases was too
low for a meaningful statistical analysis, and we could not formally distinguish between the above two
scenarios, only SNPs disrupting ancestral splice sites were used further.
We assigned splice site disruption events to two categories according to their NAFs, and separately
considered low-frequency mutations (lfSNP, NAF<0.001) and high-frequency mutations (hfSNP,
NAF>0.001). Correspondingly, splice sites were classified as lfSNP-sites (1109) or hfSNP-sites (981).
For the 10 splice sites with SNPs at both canonical positions, frequencies of the non-functional alleles
were summed. Allelic frequencies were calculated among 1094 diploid genotypes; therefore, the lfSNPsites corresponded to cases when the non-functional allele was observed in only one or two
chromosomes. The functional allele was more common (0.001<NAF<0.5) in 948 hfSNP-sites, while it
was the minor allele (NAF>0.5) in 33 of them. In several hfSNP-sites, the functional allele was very rare
(seven cases had NAF>0.95), probably corresponding to an almost complete loss of the ancestral splice
site. Supplementary Table 1 provides the data on each polymorphic splice site, including the NAF
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novo splice sites (high values of non-functional allele frequencies (NAF), Figure 1) or reverse mutations
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values for each of the 14 human populations used in the 1000 Genome Project Interim Phase 1 [19];
Supplementary Table 2 provides the data on all individual genotypes.
All remaining splice sites inferred from the annotation of human transcripts, i.e. those in which no SNPs
were observed in the canonical dinucleotide positions, comprised the control set (noSNP-sites). A small
fraction of these sites carried non-canonical dinucleotides. These splice sites could still be functional: in
some cases, splicing can be performed with the rare non-canonical dinucleotide variants. For instance,
non-canonical GC-sites comprise about 1% of all human donor splice sites [20]. However, a fraction of
the splice sites with non-canonical dinucleotides could also represent as-yet-unidentified SNPs if the
individual whose transcriptomic data was used carried the canonical dinucleotide at this site. Since we

dinucleotides from further analysis.
The final datasets are described in Table 1. Splice site disruptions more frequently occur in donor sites
than in acceptor sites (the chi-squared test, p-value <10-15, Table 2). A similar excess of splice sitedisrupting mutations among donor sites, compared to the acceptor sites, is also observed among the
disease-causing mutations [13], and is similar between the hfSNPs and lfSNPs, implying that this
phenomenon has a mutational, rather than selectional, basis. Indeed, when GT and AG dinucleotides in
intronic or intergenic regions were considered, an excess of mutations in GT dinucleotides was also
observed (data not shown).
SNPs usually disrupt rarely-used splice sites
Splice site disruption can have little effect on gene function if it can be easily compensated for by the
presence of a different functional isoform. As expected, alternative splice sites were more frequently
disrupted by SNPs than the constitutively spliced ones (the chi-squared test, p-value <10-15, Table 2).
Overall, 0.26% and 0.19% of constitutive splice sites, and 0.35% and 0.41% of alternative splice sites,
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were disrupted by lfSNPs and hfSNPs, respectively. Hence, the distribution of derived allelic
frequencies at alternative splice sites is shifted towards higher frequencies, compared to constitutive
sites. Negative selection is expected to reduce the prevalence of hfSNPs to a larger extent than that of
lfSNPs. Therefore, the larger difference between the fractions of constitutive and alternative splice sites
disrupted by hfSNPs (0.19% vs. 0.41%), compared with that for lfSNPs (0.26% vs. 0.35%), can be due
to stronger effect of selection on hfSNPs. However, it can also arise if a fraction of splicing events that
are annotated as alternative actually represent allele-specific splicing. The probability of such
pseudoalternatives is higher in the case of hfSNP-sites, because in such sites, different alleles are more
likely to have contributed to the annotation. Since the properties of constitutive and alternative splice

separately (Table 1).
The efficiency of the use of a splice site is correlated with its score, i.e., its similarity to the consensus
sequence. We calculated splice site scores using the positional weight matrix as described in Data and
Methods. In the case of polymorphic splice sites, scores were calculated for the functional alleles (i.e.,
those carrying the canonical dinucleotides). Polymorphic splice sites were, on average, weaker than the
splice sites from the control set (Figure 2, Table 2).
A low score of a splice site suggests lower efficiency and frequency of its use. We measured frequencies
of use of splice sites directly from transcript expression, using expression as a proxy for functional
importance. To account for possible differences in expression between cell lines and for the possibility
of allele-specific splicing, we used data from 14 different RNA-Seq experiments carried out on various
types of cell lines (ENCODE). We considered two characteristics of the frequency of splice site usage:
expression and inclusion level of a splice site. The expression level of a splice site is the total expression
level of all transcripts spliced at this site, while the inclusion level is the expression level of this site
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divided by the total expression level of all transcripts spanning this genomic area (see Materials and
Methods for details). Note that, even for constitutive sites (which by definition have inclusion level of
100%), the expression level of a site may be substantially lower than the expression level of the entire
gene: for example, a constitutive site is not expressed if the terminal exon flanked by this site is not
expressed due to alternative transcription initiation and/or termination.
Splice sites disrupted by SNPs had extremely low expression and inclusion levels, and this tendency was
stronger in the case of hfSNPs (Figure 3). Both of these differences were statistically significant (the
Kruskal-Wallis test, p-values <10-15, Table 2). The number of fragments per kilobase per million
mapped reads (FPKM) of alternative hfSNP splice sites (3.34) was an order of magnitude lower than the

located in minor splicing isoforms. Furthermore, the FPKM of constitutive hfSNP splice sites (3.38) was
similarly low, indicating that the affected splice sites were often located in alternatively used terminal
exons. This is in line with their enrichment in UTRs (see below).
Many human exons were derived by exonization of transposable elements (particularly from Aluelements [21, 22]). Ambiguous mapping of short reads on repetitive elements may complicate accurate
quantification of expression level of such exons from RNA-Seq data. Moreover, Alu-derived exons are
often alternatively spliced and have low inclusion levels [21]. To account for these effects, we searched
for repetitive elements overlapping the splice sites in our datasets. In total, 57 (5%) hfSNP- , 40 (4%)
lfSNP- and 4900 (1.3%) noSNP-sites overlapped some element annotated in RepeatMasker track of the
UCSC genome browser [23, 24]. Among them, 14 hfSNP-, 8 lfSNP- and 1319 noSNP-sites overlapped
Alu-elements. The repetitive elements that overlapped splice sites are listed in Supplementary Table 1.
As expected, splice sites within repetitive elements had significantly lower expression levels (with
median FPKM values: 3.15 for noSNP-, 2.39 for lfSNP- and 0.73 for hfSNP-sites). Nevertheless,
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excluding from analysis splice sites that overlapped repetitive elements had very little effect on the
values in Table 2 (data not shown).
Weakly expressed gene segments with a low level of inclusion are known to be less conserved [25, 26].
A previous study on a small dataset demonstrated that polymorphic splice sites more frequently flank
exons with low interspecies conservation [18]. This result is reproduced in our dataset: canonical
dinucleotides of polymorphic splice sites were less conserved in the mouse genome than those of
noSNP-sites, and this tendency was much stronger in hfSNP-sites (the chi-squared test, p-values <10-15,
Figure 4A, Table 2).
Similar patterns can be observed on the level of entire genes. Consensus dinucleotides tend to be

splice sites also tend to be less constrained on the level of amino acid sequence, which can be seen from
higher dN/dS values in these genes (Figure 4B).
Disruptions of polymorphic splice sites have weak effect on the protein structure
We analyzed the distribution of splice sites between the coding (CDS) and untranslated regions (UTR)
of genes. As expected, disruptions of splice sites were more frequent in UTRs (the chi-squared test, pvalues <10-15, Figure 5A, Table 2). Still, a considerable number of mutated splice sites were located in
CDS regions. Those SNPs have probably influenced the structures of the encoded proteins. However,
not all changes in protein sequence necessarily result in serious structural alterations and/or loss of
function.
To investigate the possible influence that polymorphisms which disrupt splice sites may have on the
encoded proteins, we tried to estimate the extent to which the encoded amino acid sequence could be
affected by these mutations (Table 1). Firstly, we compared the lengths of coding exons spliced at the
considered splice sites. For partially coding exons, we used only the length of the CDS region. Exons
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with flanking polymorphic splice sites were on average shorter than exons flanked by noSNP-sites
(Figure 5B). This difference was weak but statistically significant (Table 2) and was stronger for
alternatively spliced sites (the Kruskal-Wallis test, p-values <10-3 and <10-4 for constitutive and
alternative sites, respectively).
If a mutation at a splice site causes a frameshift, the downstream part of the protein is totally disrupted.
Exon skipping is the most common type of alternative splicing in human [27]; therefore, frameshifts
should be mainly caused by mutations of those splice sites that flank exons whose lengths are not
multiples of three. 59% of noSNP-sites, 57% of lfSNP-sites, and 57% of hfSNP-sites were located at
flanks of exons with lengths that are not multiples of three, but the differences between the three classes

Assuming that mutations at splice sites that flank exons whose lengths are not multiples of three lead to
frameshifts (which would be the case if the exon is skipped, but see the Discussion), and that the effect
of a frameshift depends on the proximity of the frameshift site to the C-end of the encoded protein, we
calculated the relative positions of splice sites flanking exons whose lengths are not multiples of three
(Table 1). On average, lfSNP- and hfSNP-sites flanking such exons were located closer to the C-end of
the proteins than the noSNP-sites. These differences were also weak but, in the case of alternative sites,
statistically significant (the Kruskal-Wallis test, p-value = 0.003, Figure 5C, Table 2). No difference was
observed for exons whose lengths are multiples of three.
To assess the effect of splice site disruptions on the protein structure, we asked how often polymorphic
splice junctions lie within Pfam domains. Disruption of such splice sites would probably result in partial
or complete disruption of functional domains, likely leading to the loss of function. Among the
constitutive splice sites, hfSNP-sites overlapped Pfam domains much less frequently than either noSNPor lfSNP-sites (the chi-squared test, p-value = 0.004; Figure 5D, Table 2), while no difference was
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observed between lfSNP- and noSNP-sites (Table 2). Among alternative splice sites, both lfSNP- and
hfSNP-sites overlapped Pfam domains less frequently than noSNP-sites (the chi-squared test, p-value
<10-5, Figure 5D, Table 2). Pfam domains for all coding polymorphic splice sites are listed in
Supplementary Table 1.
Some mutations disrupting splice sites are described in the OMIM database
Although most polymorphic splice sites seem to have a low functional load, many of such
polymorphisms could still be deleterious. We conducted a semi-automatic search of splice sitedisrupting SNPs among known mutations of genes from the OMIM Morbid Map (Online Mendelian
Inheritance in Man) described in the (OMIM) repository [28], and found 16 mutations from OMIM that

lfSNPs. Unexpectedly, some of these mutations were quite common in the human population: four of
them had NAF > 1%. The most extreme example was the well-known mutation disrupting the acceptor
site of the 7th exon of the OAS1 gene (antiviral enzyme 2,5-oligoadenylate synthetase, MIM:164350,
rs10774671), which had NAF of 64%. This SNP affects the level of OAS1 activity and increases
susceptibility of individuals to viral infections [29, 30]. Another striking example is the mutation of the
acceptor site of the 4th exon of the CYP2D6 gene (hepatic cytochrome P450, MIM:124030, rs3892097)
with NAF of 10% [31].
The characteristics of the 16 splice sites carrying the disrupting SNPs found in OMIM are given in Table
3. Most of these splice sites are constitutive (13 of 16), conserved in the mouse genome (14 of 16), and
overlap the Pfam domains (11 of 16). In seven cases, the splicing disruption phenotype is known: splice
site disruptions lead to cryptic site activation in five cases, and to exon skipping in the other two cases
(Table 3).
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Overall, 286 out of 1846 (15%) genes containing lfSNP- or hfSNP-sites are present in OMIM Morbid
Map; this fraction was comparable to that observed for the control set of genes (2211 out of 15793,
14%). 45 out of 286 genes were marked as associated with susceptibility to complex diseases or with
"non-disease” abnormal phenotypic variations. In total, these genes contained 323 polymorphic splice
sites, 82 of which were conserved constitutive sites overlapping Pfam domains (Supplementary Table
1). Some of these splice site-disrupting SNPs may represent yet undescribed disease-causing alleles.
Additionally we have performed search of splice site-disrupting mutations from our datasets among
SNPs collected in the NGHRI GWAS catalog [32, 33]. The only case found in the NGHRI GWAS
catalog was a SNP in the splice site of the GREB1 gene (rs13394619, [34]). Apparently, this mutation

was thus excluded from our main workflow.

Discussion
Splicing-disrupting mutations are often considered to result in the loss of function, under the assumption
that improper splicing always gives rise to a defunct copy of the protein [16, 35]. However, the effects
of splice site-disrupting mutations on the encoded protein may range from negligible to radical. On the
genome level, the impairment inflicted by mutations within classes of sites can be assessed from the
frequencies of SNPs affecting these sites, or from allelic frequencies of such polymorphisms.
Previously, however, lack of whole-genome data on human polymorphism from a large number of
individuals precluded such analyses for all but the largest classes of sites.
Here, we used the most extensive database of human polymorphism to date, originating from The 1000
Genomes Project, to characterize splice site-disrupting SNPs. Splice sites are constituted by ~9
functional positions for donor sites and ~15-20 positions for acceptor sites, and mutations in most of
these positions have been shown to affect splicing [13-15, 36]. However, predicting the effect of
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mutations outside of the consensus dinucleotide is a challenge [11, 12]. Conversely, mutations in the
consensus dinucleotide nearly always lead to disruption of splicing at this site. Here, by mapping the
annotation of human transcripts to the polymorphism data, we identified more than 2000 SNPs
overlapping the conserved dinucleotides of splice sites of protein-coding genes, which is ~10 times more
than has been studied previously [18].
We find that SNP-carrying splice sites represent a biased subset of all splice sites in many respects. Most
of the analyses show that the effects of such disruption on the proteome are weaker than would be
expected by chance.
Firstly, the disruptions are overrepresented within alternative splice sites, compared to constitutive ones.

splicing. Indeed, since the reference gene models have been constructed from multiple genotypes,
differences in splicing modes, either due to heterozygosity of a sampled individual or to pooling of
genotypes from different individuals, may lead to annotation of multiple splicing isoforms if splicing is
constitutive but gene models differ between genotypes. In the plant Arabidopsis thaliana, the fraction of
disrupted genes dropped considerably after differences in gene models between genotypes were
accounted for [37].
Still, it is unlikely that allele-specific splicing is the sole cause of the observed differences between
constitutive and alternative sites. In particular, it can hardly explain the differences between the lfSNPand noSNP-sets. As the lfSNPs have frequencies below 0.1%, it is highly unlikely that the minor variant
has also contributed to the reference annotation. Moreover, even the hfSNPs have mean allelic
frequency of ~1%. Since the average number of annotated isoforms per multi-exonic protein-coding
gene in Gencode is only 3.3, most of the SNPs with such frequencies could not have contributed to it.
Therefore, it appears safe to assume that the observed excess of SNPs in alternative splice sites is real.
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Cases are known when the alternative splicing isoforms have radically different functions [38]. Still, our
results show that disruption of an alternative splice site tends to affect the encoded protein less, probably
because it can be compensated for by an alternative isoform.
Secondly, splice site-disrupting mutations tend to occur at weak and rarely used sites of weakly
expressed genes that experience low selective constraint. The disrupted sites have low scores, suggesting
that splicing at them is inefficient. Consistently, the inclusion levels of disrupted alternative sites were
much lower than that of noSNP-sites. The disrupted sites also tended to occur within genes with low
expression levels, and, among them, in rarely used isoforms.
Conceivably, the rarely used isoforms could be important, but rarely needed. Moreover, the expression

some genes and splice sites could be restricted to narrow spectra of cell types and conditions, and minor
isoforms may play a role in regulation of gene expression. Nevertheless, the high polymorphism levels
at the splice sites corresponding to the rarely used isoforms undermine their credibility and suggest that
some of such isoforms probably lack any function whatsoever, corresponding to splicing “noise” that is
included in annotations [39]. Thus, the diversity of functional isoforms implied by the current gene
annotations may be an overestimation. Still, the presence of additional isoforms expressed at low levels
may facilitate subsequent adaptation: most new splicing variants originate as low-frequency [40], and
minor isoforms experience a high degree of positive selection, suggestive of adaptation [41].
Thirdly, splice site-disrupting polymorphisms tend to affect splice sites that are not conserved between
species [18] and to occur in genes that experience low selective constraint. Again, this argues against
their functional importance.
Fourthly, the disruptions were enriched in those splice sites where they had little effect on the encoded
protein. They were overrepresented in UTRs and correspondingly underrepresented in CDSs. If splice
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site disruptions lead to exon skipping, then mutations of splice sites located at the boundaries of longer
exons, exons of length not a multiple of 3, and of exons located near the beginning of the protein will be
more disrupting. Consistently, we observed that, within the CDSs, splice site disruptions tend to affect
shorter exons, and, when they are expected to cause frameshifts, tend to occur closer to the protein Ctermini, thus affecting only a short part of the protein. (Short exons are also skipped more often [36],
probably contributing to the observed lower inclusion level of polymorphic splice sites.) Finally, splice
site disruptions avoided structural domains, as revealed by the Pfam data.
The magnitude of the differences between polymorphic and non-polymorphic sites at the protein level is
low. In particular, the bias of frameshifting variants towards the 3’ protein ends is weaker than that

discrepancy is probably that not all of the variants that we consider to be frameshifting really are such.
The above calculations were performed under the assumption that all splice site-disrupting mutations
lead to exon skipping. In humans, however, disruption of splice sites usually leads either to exon
skipping or to the use of an alternative/cryptic site leading to exon extension or shortening, and the
frequencies of these two types or events are comparable (Table 3; [36]). In case of cryptic site
activation, our strategy of only considering as frameshifting the disruptions of splice sites in exons with
lengths not in multiples of 3 may fail: what is relevant instead is not the exon length, but the distance
between the authentic and the cryptic splice sites. If we knew the exact exonic segments affected by
these variants, the effects would probably have been stronger. Moreover, as we have shown, the
polymorphic splice sites often belong to the rarely used isoforms, so only a small fraction of
transcripts/proteins are affected by these mutations; therefore, the observed protein-level effects are
weak.
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Unfortunately, predicting the exact outcome of a splice site disruption is notoriously difficult. We have
searched for potential cryptic splice sites in proximity to polymorphic splice sites. However, the closest
GT/AG dinucleotide was no more likely to be in-frame for polymorphic splice sites than for noSNPsites. Looking for cryptic splice sites with positional weight matrices also revealed no biases (data not
shown). The question of exact molecular effect of splice site disruptions can be readdressed with the
arrival of sufficient amounts of coupled genotype/individual-transcriptomics data.
The majority of the observed differences were the strongest between the hfSNP- and noSNP-sites, with
the lfSNP-sites having intermediate values. Allelic frequencies are shaped by selection, and more
deleterious alleles segregate at lower frequencies [42]. Therefore, these differences suggest that the

functional effects of the corresponding SNPs.
The observed splice site disruptions could be slightly contaminated by functional donor splice sites with
non-consensus GC dinucleotides. However, we believe that this contamination has little or no effect on
our analysis, for the following reasons. Firstly, such sites are very rare (~1%) in humans [20]. Secondly,
functional GC-donor sites are known to be closer to consensus at other positions [20]. Thus, GT-splice
sites mutated to GC-splice sites would likely maintain their functionality only when the remainder of the
site is strong. However, polymorphic donor sites from our sets were on average weaker than other sites
(Figure 2, Table 2).
In summary, the splice site-disrupting mutations tend to have little effect on gene function. Still, many
of the mutations, especially those observed at low frequencies, may in fact lead to the loss of function of
a gene. Search in the OMIM database showed that many of the splice site disruptions, which occur at a
range of frequencies in healthy individuals, can still be disease-causing (Table 3).
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Materials and Methods
Initial sets of splice sites and transcripts
The list of splice sites belonging to transcripts of protein-coding genes was obtained from the
GENCODE reference annotation of human transcripts (release 7, [43]) from the UCSC genome browser
[24]. Genes from the X, Y and mitochondrial chromosomes were not considered in this study. We also
removed common splice sites of overlapping genes.
A splice site was considered constitutive if all transcripts spanning this genomic area were spliced on it,
and alternative otherwise. To calculate the attributes of splice sites related to protein structure (location
with respect to the CDS, length of exons and its multiplicity by three, relative position in protein, and

this site. To this end, the transcript with the highest expression level was used, calculated as described
below.
SNP data
SNP data of Interim Phase 1 of the 1000 Genomes Project were downloaded from
ftp://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/release/20101123/interim_phase1_release/ (June 2011 Data
Release, [16, 19]). In total, the genotypes of 1094 individuals contained 37,852,169 autosomal SNPs.
Conservation of splice sites and genes
Multiz whole-genome multiple alignments [44] were downloaded from the UCSC genome browser [24].
Conservation of splice sites was determined between human and 5 other mamalian genomes:
chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes), gorilla (Gorilla gorilla gorilla), orangutan (Pongo pygmaeus abelii),
rhesus macaque (Macaca mulatta) and mouse (Mus musculus). A splice site was considered conserved
in a given species if the appropriate functional dinucleotide was present in its genome.
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Selective constraint acting on amino acid sequences was determined by thecalculation of dN/dS between
human and mouse genomes. For each gene, we chose the isoform with the highest expression level as
representative. Genes not aligned between human and mouse were not considered in this analysis. dN/dS
was calculated using a Bioperl [45] wrapper for the codeml program of the PAML ([46]) software
package.
Splice site scores
Splice site scores were calculated using positional weight matrices covering positions from −3 to +6 (for
donor sites) and from −15 to +2 (for acceptor sites) as in [36]. The positional weight matrices
corresponding to splice sites of internal constitutive exons were obtained from [36]. In case of

Expression and inclusion level of splice sites and genes
Expression and inclusion levels of splice sites were measured using data from the Caltech ENCODE
RNA-seq track [47]. Fourteen sets of alignments of paired-end reads (2Ч75, insertion length 200)
obtained from fourteen different cell lines were downloaded via the UCSC Genome browser
(http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg19/encodeDCC/wgEncodeCaltechRnaSeq/) [24].
Detailed descriptions of the datasets are provided in Supplementary Table 3. Abundance of transcripts
was measured in Fragments Per Kilobase per Million mapped reads (FPKM, [48]) using Cufflinks
(version 1.3.0).
For each splice site, we measured two parameters: expression level and inclusion level. Expression level
of a splice site was calculated as the total expression level of transcripts spliced on this site, summed
across all cell lines. Inclusion level of an (alternative) splice site is the ratio of the total expression level
of transcripts spliced on this site, to the total expression level of all transcripts spanning this genomic
area. Inclusion level of constitutive splice sites is defined as 100%. Still, the expression level of
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constitutive splice sites may be lower than the overall gene expression due to alternative transcription
starts and ends. Splice sites not expressed in any of the analysed cell types (with total FPKM=0) were
excluded from the analyses that used the expression levels.
The expression level of a gene was defined as the total expression level of all its transcripts summed
across all cell lines. Genes with null expression were excluded from analysis.
Search for Pfam domains
For each splice site, we used the PfamScan tool (version 1.3) [49] to search for functional domains in its
representative transcripts. Search was restricted to Pfam-A entries including all types of functional
regions (families, domains and repeats).

We performed a semi-automatic search of splice site-disrupting SNPs among the known mutations
collected in the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database (12.04.2012, [28]). To this end,
we extracted all intronic mutations described in OMIM entries corresponding to the genes listed in the
OMIM Morbid Map with at least one polymorphic splice site, and searched among them for mutations
corresponding to splice site-disrupting SNPs from our datasets. The original papers describing these
mutations were used for exact verification of matched mutations.
Additionally we have performed a search of splice site-disrupting mutations from our datasets among
SNPs collected in NGHRI GWAS catalog (15.01.2013, [32, 33]).
Statistical analysis
The statistical significance of observed differences between our sets of splice sites was calculated using
the chi-squared test for categorical parameters, and the Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney tests for
quantitative parameters. The main text uses results from the Kruskal-Wallis analysis; the results of the
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pairwise comparison of datasets by the Mann-Whitney test are provided in Supplementary Table 4. All
of these tests were implemented in R [50]. Plots were created by the ggplot2 R package [51].
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Legends to Figures
Figure 1. Non-functional allele frequencies (NAF) of SNPs overlapping the conserved
dinucleotides of splice sites. Grey, 2090 ancestral polymorphic splice sites; white, 159 human-specific
polymorphic splice sites.
Figure 2. Splice site scores. Boxplot corresponds to the first and third quartiles. The dash in boxplot is
the median, and the length of whiskers is 1.5 times the interquartile range.
Figure 3. SNPs more frequently disrupt rarely-used splice sites of lowly expressed genes. Total
expression level of splice sites (A), inclusion levels of alternative splice sites (B), and expression level
of genes (C), summed across 14 cell lines. Expression level was measured in Fragments Per Kilobase

represented as dots.
Figure 4. Conservation of splice sites and genes. A: fraction of splice sites conserved in the mouse
genome. B: dN/dS ratios for genes. For the boxplot description, see the legend of Figure 2. Outliers are
represented as dots.
Figure 5. Disruptions of polymorphic splice sites rarely lead to serious changes in the structure of
proteins. (A) Fraction of splice sites localized in CDS-regions of the genes. (B) Coding length of exons
corresponding to splice sites. (C) Relative position along the CDS of splice sites flanking exons with
lengths not in multiple of three. 0 and 1 corresponds to the N- and C-termini of proteins (D) Fraction of
splice sites overlapping the Pfam domains, among those located in CDS-regions. For the boxplot
description, see the legend of Figure 2.
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Tables
Table 1. Sets of splice sites used in the analysis.
noSNP
15793
380409

lfSNP
941
1109

hfSNP
905
981
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total number of genes
total number of sites
by types
acceptor sites
190694
459
390
donor sites
189715
650
591
by alternativety
constitutive sites
275732
734
545
alternative sites
106677
375
436
within CDS regions
constitutive sites
246713
606
363
alternative sites
88202
267
268
within CDS regions, flanking exons having length a multiple of three
constitutive sites
147413
345
214
alternative sites
49916
156
147
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Table 2. Properties of splice sites. For quantitative parameters, the medians are reported. The last
two columns report the statistical significance of the differences of the distributions, using the chisquared test (CS) and the Kruskal-Wallis test (KW); n/s – non significant.
noSNP
0.5
0.72

hfSNP
0.6
0.56

CS
<10-15
<10-15

KW
-

19.14
18.49

18.74
18.03

-

n/s
0.01

18.55
17.65
39.46

18.72
17.95
22.37

-

<10-6
<10-7
<10-15

14.77
8.41
0.52
0.14

3.48
3.34
0.32
0.18

-

<10-15
<10-15
<10-15
<10-15

0.81
0.62

0.66
0.43

<10-15
<10-15

-

0.83
0.71

0.67
0.62

<10-15
<10-15

-

118
106

117
99

-

<10-3
<10-4

0.53
0.61

0.53
0.58

-

n/s
0.003

0.44
0.28

0.36
0.34

0.004
<10-5

-
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Fraction of donor sites
Fraction of constitutive sites
Site scores
for acceptor sites
constitutive sites
19.17
alternative sites
18.57
for donor sites
constitutive sites
18.9
alternative sites
18.43
61.84
Expression level of genes (FPKM)
Expression level of sites (FPKM)
constitutive sites
52.36
alternative sites
42.62
0.9
Inclusion level of alternative sites
0.10
dN/dS
Fraction of sites conserved in mouse
constitutive sites
0.92
alternative sites
0.81
Fraction of sites localized in CDS regions
constitutive sites
0.9
alternative sites
0.83
Coding length of exons (bp)
constitutive sites
124
alternative sites
113
Relative position
constitutive sites
0.49
alternative sites
0.48
Fraction of sites overlapping with Pfam domains
constitutive sites
0.44
alternative sites
0.41

lfSNP
0.59
0.66
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Table 3. Polymorphic splice sites carrying the disrupting SNPs found in OMIM. Braces "{}" and brackets "[]" identify
susceptibility alleles to complex diseases and non-disease variants as in OMIM Morbid Map. For alleles, 2 bp of the splicing
dinucleotide and 6 bp flanking it from each side are shown.

MIM

Gene

Alleles
(common/alternative)

Exon

Site

238310 AMT

8

acceptor ttctcc(AG/AA)ggaagc

602858 DHCR7

9

acceptor

139250 GH1

2

donor

cccccc(AG/AC)ggtctg

NAF

Conservation Gene
in mouse
segment

Overlap
with Pfam Phenotype (MIM)
domains

0.0005 conserved

alternative -

Glycine encephalopathy (605899)

0.0046 conserved

alternative PfamA

0.0027 conserved

constitutive PfamA

0.0014 conserved

constitutive PfamA

0.0009 conserved
0.0009 conserved

constitutive PfamA
constitutive -

Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome (270400)
Growth hormone deficiency, type IA
(262400), type IB (612781), type II
(173100); Kowarski syndrome (262650)
Citrullinemia, adult-onset type II (603471),
neonatal-onset type II (605814)
C6 deficiency (612446); Combined C6/C7
deficiency
Beta-ureidopropionase deficiency (613161)

0.0005 conserved

constitutive PfamA

0.1024 conserved

constitutive PfamA

0.0338 conserved

constitutive PfamA

0.0009 conserved

constitutive PfamA

aaatcc(GT/AT)gagtgg
atagag(GT/AT)tagtgc

603859 SLC25A13 11

donor

217050 C6
606673 UPB1

16
9

ctgtag(GT/GC)aagaga
donor
acceptor ctttaa(AG/AA)ctcacc

603593 SLC7A7

6

acceptor

124030 CYP2D6

4

acceptor

tccctt(AG/TG)actttt
accccc(AG/AA)gacgcc
caaggg(GT/AT)gagcct

602044 UCP3

6

donor

603100 AGPAT2

5

acceptor

164350 OAS1

6

acceptor

612779 DPYD

14

donor

152200 LPA

26

donor

606869 HEXA
604629 MMP20

9
7

ccagac(GT/AT)gaggaa
donor
acceptor tcccat(AG/TG)gatttt

118470 CETP

14

donor

gcctgc(AG/GG)gtgccc
cctttc(AA/AG)gctgaa
gacaac(GT/AT)aagtgt
aaatgc(GT/AT)atgtct

0.6408 non-conserved alternative 0.0023 conserved

constitutive PfamA

0.0174 conserved

constitutive PfamA

0.0009 conserved
0.0005 conserved

constitutive PfamA
constitutive -

tgtctc(GT/AT)aagtgt
0.0005 non-conserved constitutive PfamA

Lysinuric protein intolerance (222700)
{Codeine sensitivity} (608902);
{Debrisoquine sensitivity} (608902)
{Obesity, severe, and type II diabetes}
(601665)
Lipodystrophy, congenital generalized, type
1 (608594)
{Susceptibility to diabetes mellitus, type 1}
(222100); {Susceptibility to viral infection}
5-fluorouracil toxicity (274270); DPYD
deficiency (274270)
[LPA deficiency, congenital] ;
{Suspectibility to coronary artery disease}
GM2-gangliosidosis (272800); Tay-Sachs
disease (272800); [Hex A pseudodeficiency]
(272800)
Amelogenesis imperfecta (612529)
Hyperalphalipoproteinemia (143470); [High
density lipoprotein cholesterol level QTL
10] (143470)

Splicing disruption phenotype
not described
activation of a cryptic splice site
134 bp upstream [52, 53]
not described
in-frame exon skipping [54]
not described
not described
activation of a cryptic splice site
10 bp downstream (next AG) [55]
not described
not described
not descibed
activation of cryptic splice sites 1
bp and 98 bp downstream [29, 30]
in-frame exon skipping [56]
activation of a cryptic splice site
64 bp upstream [57]
activation of cryptic splice sites
40 bp upstream and 17 bp
downstream [58]
not described
not described
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